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the timeline editor's powerful multi-track clip-based editing makes it very easy to edit video. as with many
other popular editing programs, you can import and export your video files in all of the major formats (avi,
wmv, mpeg-4, divx, dvd, and xvid), with the potential for speedy conversion to other formats. you can also
import jpeg and tiff photos in an image editor to overlay on your video. i didn't test this feature, so i don't
know how well it works. the timeline editor also includes two layers, for editing video that's been split into
two streams, or two files within the same file. you can also add voiceover tracks, and you can add up to four
audio tracks, each with a mix level and a mute button. pinnacle studio 16 for pc is available to download from
the pinnacle website. the application works with windows xp and vista. it's available in english, spanish,
french, german, italian, chinese, japanese, russian, and polish versions. you can save your project to a dvd
disc or transfer to a dvd-rw disc with the burn feature. importing stills from a digital camera is a snap.
pinnacle studio also includes a useful audio/video format converter. what's more, pinnacle studio 16 crack
password is compatible with adobe premiere elements. pinnacle studio 16 crack password is a powerful and
flexible tool for creating a dvd. its timeline features a useful and easy-to-use audio mixer with nine-band
equalizers. you can record and mix audio in stereo or 5.1 surround sound. music and video clips can be
edited together with relative ease. you can even import stills and videos from a digital camera. the program
also supports h.264/mpeg-4 avc video compression as well as a range of audio file formats. if you're looking
for a powerful, flexible video editor that's easy to learn, pinnacle studio 16 crack password is a solid choice.
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pinnacle studio includes a rather simple timeline scrubber. you can navigate the scrubber with the left and
right arrows on your keyboard, or by using your mouse's scroll wheel. you can also zoom in and out using the
+/- keys. the scrubber does not offer a scrubbing tool, however, nor does it include a timeline to review clips
before clicking to cut them. it's possible to use the timeline, but it's a bit clumsy to open and close clips. you
can trim clips by dragging them, but you can't edit them directly, so you have to open them in a new project

first. pinnacle studio includes an easily accessible trimming tool. you can choose a range by dragging the
ends of the range on the timeline, or by setting the left and right ends with the slider controls. after trimming
clips, you can drag the selection onto another clip to add the area to the clip. the program can perform basic
editing tasks, such as cutting and pasting clips, but you can't do any trimming or effects work. this is a big

step down from some of the competition.  pinnacle studio comes with the ability to add motion paths to clips
in the timeline, but you must import clips with paths using the smart paths command. it's not an easy

process, however. you can get to the smart paths window by selecting the filmstrip icon in the timeline, then
selecting the add paths tab. pinnacle studio includes an audio-only mixer, but it doesn't offer much flexibility.

you can add a click track, mix down the audio tracks individually, or group them together in a stereo track.
you can't, however, mix multiple tracks without a click track. as with the timeline, the controls for the mixer

are buried in the toolbar. 5ec8ef588b
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